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1. INTRUDUCTION

Time of rapid technological change and new market demands will inevitably affect the educational 
process, the type and quality of knowledge. For the purpose of development and advancement of the 
quality of higher education and its inclusion in an equal higher education area of Europe and the world, 
now already very often exist e-learning academies, which moreover offer opportunity for so called DL 
system or "training, learning or educational programs electronically over the Internet". 

2. E-ACADEMIES

E-academies are international schools of education that meet strict standards for equipment and 
quality and international testing center which provides its students acquire the knowledge skills and 
expertise to work through the computer. E - academies offer an opportunity for all of their users to get the 
most influential networks of professionals recognized worldwide . There are several reasons why the 
study of Е-academies and is a great choice for everyone: 

• taking knowledge that will be collected rapidly;

• have officially the expert title that will be helpful for future career;

• taking technical conditions for learning in the classroom or distance standard grouping of
the world's leading universities;

• approach to resources for career advancement;

• steknuvanje the four skills for 12 months or less;

• eachers , experts and consultants from their fields, are willing to share with students
their knowledge and skills.

These academies offer the opportunity to gain expert positions from different areas that are 
recognized worldwide. Greater convenience for students is that E - academies are provided with 
classrooms, labs, digital service, broadband platforms for students who take distance learning and 
offices, libraries, etc. Because Е-academies are designed for acquiring practical skills, continuously are 
invested in resources and knowledge to allow its participants to become very high professionals , experts 
regardless of where branches or departments are studying. The study of E- academies is highly skilled: 
teams composed of members of the world's societies of experts from the respective fields which include 
PhDs, masters, specialists etc. Lectures are rich with professional content, examples, informations, 
education and is implemented through the so-called Distance Learning platforms for distance learning. 

3. DL SYSTEM

Development of Distance Learning System (DLS) in the world today has reached its ultimate point. 
Many world- renowned institutions in their program of studies as a mandatory selection of contemporary 
ways of education apply this category of learning as serious organized program that is characterized by 
the large number of users. The introduction of DLS can be seen as an evolutionary development of a new 
way of education. DLS is also a challenge and means to improve and enhance the educational process in 
the country and one of the foundations for new and improved ways of managing knowledge. According to 
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the American association for distance learning (The United States Distance Learning Association) term 
distance learning is defined as: 

"acquisition of knowledge and skills delivered through information and guidance, using different 
technology and other forms of distance learning."  

Distance Learning system (DLS) is conducting training, learning or education program by online way. 
It is based on using modern computer and communications technology . Involves lectures and tutorials on 
the web, CD or DVD media, consultation with lecturers via the Internet, video conferencing  etc. Students 
in the study DL variant alone chooses dynamics and learning time, which means there is no obligation to 
follow all items simultaneously. The items consist of a number of teaching modules , and the opening 
track time is arbitrarily by each student. DL platform is active throughout the year and is available to all 
users, 365 days a year, 24 hours a day. Upon enrollment, students in DL variant entered in DL system 
and are given top items . All the necessary learning materials are sent by mail within the DL package that 
all students receive the DL variant of study: learning materials on CD, username and password to access 
the DLS, manual preparation of paper work and Rules Scholarship for DL students. Students by DLS 
platform attend classes and exams apply under the same conditions as students of classical studies. 
Each student has the opportunity for active learning through: 

-Asking questions of professors through chat- links with them 

-Discussions with other students and colleagues of forums 

-Online consultation with teachers, 

-Proposing interesting web addresses and Tutorials. 

 It is anticipated students in DL- variants have knowledge check after each teaching module. Way of 
checking the knowledge depends on the type and nature of the items, and may consist of: testing the 
module, seminar papers and projects. The student has the obligation after each teaching module to do a 
test project and , thus acquires a condition of access to the next module. This provides continuity in the 
work of each student and gaining knowledge about the passage of the following teaching modules. 
Anticipated and consultation of faculty once a month in a previously agreed terms of which students have 
the opportunity for direct consultation with teachers. The final grade is the sum of all impressions of 
student work in DL enabled evaluation of projects and papers, test results, participation in extracurricular 
activities, the quality of works of defense and final examination. A student who graduated from DLS 
receives an identical degree as a student of classical studies. Depending on the department , obtains a 
degree or certificate of advanced use of their field. Obtaining official diploma or certificate shows that 
acquired real, profitable skills and knowledge. In respect of colleagues who do not have such proof of 
their expertise, the advantage in employment or running their own business is great. The certification 
authority and provides leadership in sectors of different types of companies. The skills they acquire are 
real and much more productive than those ho have not certificates. For students the advantage of this 
kind of study can be seen in : 

-Reducing the cost of accommodation where the study takes place. 

-Possibility to choose curricula outside the place of residence without the need of changing it. 

-Choice of schools outside of their country. 

-The opportunity to work while studying and independent studies self-organization - time learning. 

The teachers also have the opportunity of learning much content to deliver the online environment 
where time spent in the classroom can be used for discussion, questions and resolve any issues with 
students. Given the pedagogical aspect of the application of e- learning can significantly improve and 
enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of learning, which Е-learnig contributes significantly.  
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4. CONCLUSION

The extensive introduction of technology in education has become a priority of modern higher 
education institutions worldwide. Build quality and functional system for E-education is a necessity that 
offers numerous advantages but, as a rule requires resources and time and effort if you want the whole 
subject or collegiate put online. Investments for on-line performance of teaching are great, so it is very 
important in the introduction to consider the advantages and benefits that you get from this type of study: 
reduced placement and time constraints, reduced costs for housing and transportation, increased 
capacity and size of the auditorium, the conciseness of selected materials and standardized procedures 
for using text, audio and video recordings, multimedia content. Simultaneously constant contact with 
information and communication technology environments conducive to the development of creative ability 
and mastery of specific practical skills needed for future career development and ultimately, distance 
learning provides another way of gaining knowledge and competencies necessary to find all dynamic 
working solutions. 
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